Harrison enjoying the hydrotherapy pool at
Acorns for the Three Counties

£12,000 could pay for 100 sessions of
hydrotherapy for a child like Harrison
Hydrotherapy is a relaxing and therapeutic experience
for a child.
The warm water helps ease stiff muscles and joints, actively reduces pain and
offers a sometimes otherwise impossible sense of freedom and movement.

Can you help us to provide hydrotherapy for local children?

About hydrotherapy
Each of of our hospices have hydrotherapy facilities and
physiotherapists who specialise in hydrotherapy.

Hydrotherapy pool at Acorns in Birmingham

The use of warm water has many benefits and is known to be
very relaxing whilst helping to ease aching muscles and stiff
joints. Pain can be reduced and where movement is limited by
weakness, the water helps to support limbs, reducing the
effort needed to move. The experience of being in water
offers a sense of freedom and relaxation and often enables
more movement than on land. Further enjoyment and
relaxation is gained from the addition of sensory lights and
music. Hydrotherapy not only helps with symptom
management but can also help a child to develop their play
and communication skills.

We provide hundreds of hydrotherapy sessions at our three hospices each year:

179
sessions at our
Birmingham hospice*

124
sessions at our Three
Counties hospice*

29
sessions at our Black
Country hospice*
*Number of sessions held in 2020

Family splash sessions
The nursing team at Acorns are passionate about creating
magical moments and happy memories for families. The
hydrotherapy facilities at each of the hospices have all of the
specialist equipment to keep children safe and to facilitate
entering and exiting the water.
This means that families can enjoy a swim together, knowing
that professionals are on hand to care for their child,
something that would not be possible at a regular swimming
pool.

Shabana, Haniya's Mum
"Seeing Haniya enjoying hydrotherapy is lovely. She is so much more lively
in the water as she can move her body. Normally, she isn’t able to move
very much but she can push herself against the water. You can see the
change immediately, which is why we try to bring her as much as
possible.
"Haniya can’t hold herself up which means she’s either in her wheelchair or
one of the moulded peapod chairs. She’s often in a seated position because
she’s on a continuous feed. She’s very delicate, so you can’t move her too
much during a feed. Which is why hydrotherapy is so important.

Haniya enjoying a hydrotherapy
session with physiotherapist, Anna

"Being in the water gives her a break from her chairs and time to enjoy
herself and relax."

Julie, Physiotherapist at Acorns
"A physiotherapist’s role is really about enabling the children and young
people we support. We support children to be as active as possible, both
physically and emotionally. The hydrotherapy pool allows us to do that.
"Many children and young people who use wheelchairs are in their chairs for
most of their waking hours. Hydrotherapy provides them the opportunity to
get out of their wheelchair and enjoy the freedom, movement and play water
allows. To be able to get into the pool where they can be independent
enough to mobilise their arms and legs, is hugely empowering.
"One young lady told me during her session that it was the first time she had been able to use her arms and legs together
independently. This is real feedback from young people themselves who are telling us how fantastic it is to have that
independence given back to them."

Catherine, Jack's Mum
"We are extremely fortunate to be able to access the hydrotherapy pool at Acorns
for the Three Counties. The hydro pool helps Jack’s muscles relax. He has spastic
legs which cause him a lot of discomfort so being in the pool really helps with
pain relief. It’s just like a giant bath – Jack loves it.
"We don’t know what we’d do without this facility. It’s beneficial for the whole
family, not just Jack. Jack has two younger siblings who are just starting to learn to
swim and the hydro pool has really helped bring them on. As a mum of three
children, Jack’s condition means I am unable to take all of my children swimming
at the same time. But we can with the hydrotherapy pool and the help of staff at
Acorns.
"This is valuable family time and a great activity which all three children love."

Jack enjoying the hydrotherapy pool
with one of our physiotherapists

The benefits for you
> Celebrating the impact of your support with a thank you on social
media and a certificate
> Your story featured in Acorns corporate e-news and your logo on our
website
> A dedicated Acorns account manager to support you with PR and
marketing

Funding
It costs around £10 million each year to fund Acorns services at our three children's hospices and out in the
community, providing care for the child and support for the family. We rely heavily on the community to fund the
majority of our activities. In the past year*, the local community provided 60% of the money needed to run our care
services.
It costs approx £39,840 to fund Acorns hydrotherapy sessions each year and each hydrotherapy session costs
£120.

Your £12,000 will enable us to provide 100 hours of hydrotherapy for children, relieving
pain and in many cases, providing a freedom of movement that is not possible on land.

Total cost of Hydrotherapy at
Acorns in the Black Country*

£ 3,480

Total cost of Hydrotherapy at
Acorns for the Three Counties*

£ 14,880

Total cost of Hydrotherapy
at Acorns in Birmingham*

£21,480

*Costs for sessions held in 2020

"Physiotherapy is absolutely vital for the children we
support, and the hydrotherapy pool has allowed us to get
the children moving again and get their range of movement
as good as it can be."
Hydrotherapy pool at
Acorns for the Three Counties

Anne, Physiotherapist at Acorns

Get in touch
If you have any
questions, would like any
further information or if
you'd like to support us,
please contact our
Partnerships team

To get in touch with our
Partnerships team please call
01564 825 037 or email
partnerships@acorns.org.uk

Find out what life is like at our hospices
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